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This is the first in a new series that combines a particularly spacious salon with the
beautiful design and seaworthiness which we have come to expect from Sturiër Yachts.

The Stürier 620 CS’ innovative design ensures that an elegant wheelhouse / saloon can
be matched with excellent sailing qualities. The low stern gives the ship stability and
combines a sporty character with a chique, robust appearance: this ship’s seaworthiness
is clear for all to see.

This new concept brings the ultimate balance between inside space, outside living and a
high level of comfort.
 The Sturiër 620 CS features a great deal of space, high levels of craftsmanship and as
few differences in floor level as possible. The wheelhouse, the airy and comfortable
saloon, the luxury open kitchen and the practical dinette are all on one level, which
ensures a very pleasant, spacious atmosphere. The extensive use of glass also gives
the ship an overwhelmingly airy feel. The low freeboard lets everyone experience the
feeling of gliding through the water - whether they are at the helm or relaxing in the
saloon or on deck.

The use of level floors in the wheelhouse ensures that sightlines aft and sideways from
the helm are particularly good.

The cabins are equipped with every conceivable luxury. No effort has been spared to
ensure that life on board is as comfortable as possible. The yacht offers 3 spacious
double cabins, each with its own bathroom. Below aft in the ship there is storage for bikes and other such items, plus a tender of
3.8m can be safely locked away in the garage below decks.

Max. height above waterline:    3.95m with mast lowered

Specification

Category Motor yachts

Price range Array

Material Steel

CE-certification A

Material Steel

Length 18-20
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